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About This Game

A-10 VR combines stunning graphics with simplistic gameplay to introduce players of all ages and skill to the possibilities of
virtual reality. A-10 VR has been geared towards users trying VR for the first time, although sharp shooters will be able to spend

hours mastering their gun play. Fit with both global and local leaderboards.
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A casual practice mode for those who just want to shoot and hang out in VR without having to worry about being killed (great
mode for kids and non-gamers to get comfortable in VR)

Don't let the enemies escape! Each time an enemy escapes you lose time. Try and last the longest for a high score!

Enemy targets emerge from portals. Shoot down the bomb targets to prevent them from reaching you while shooting other
targets for bonus points.

New Mode! Can you stay alive in Attack Mode? Dodge incoming missiles and enemy fire while shooting down your foes before
they shoot you!

Master the game to complete the 13 challenging Steam Achievements.
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AH! A-10 the game i call the little brother to Space Pirate Simulator. This is a good space pirate entry level game. Space Pirate
got a HUGE update so that unfortunately makes A-10 a even littler brother. The price is right on and the game has some
differences...enought to make it different than Space pirate. The enemies come on screen shoot at you and try to escape through
a portal. its easy at first. But does ramp up the difficulty with faster enemies and more enemies. the weapon reload is fun to do
you sling the controller down to reload the gun and get an audio que that you reloaded. You can reload after every shot if you
want.
its a good game for a small play area. you dont do a ton of dodging.

I dont really know what to recommend to make it better but its fun for the price and has a spot in my collection.. I can't believe
hadn't tried this game for so long. Attack mode is a complete blast. I actually like it more than SPT, and for $2.50 during this
summer sale it's a steal!. I am ashamed that I had passed this awesome experience up. Don't make the same mistake. Fun,
challenging, eye candy, freaking great explosions, active and responsive dev, and.....wait for it....the price is completley insane.
Definitely worth twice the price. I have over a hundred VR experiences and this in the top 5. I have now lost my reviewginity,
been saving it up for the right game. ;P. It is hard to describe how much fun I have had with this game. My VR library is at
nearly 50 titles now and I have to say that this is easily in the top 10% of what I play. It is very simple to play making it easy for
newcomers to VR to enjoy. There's no real "movement" going on, so it is very unlikely to make anyone feel queasy.

The only downside is that it is "the thing you do" forever. It will get harder, sure, but you'll be doing the exact same thing -
shooting flying targets. Still, between guests and my roommate and so forth, I've gotten my money's worth several times over.

Overall, if you like Space Pirate Trainer, then you should probably buy this game as it's somewhat like it. And if you didn't like
Space Pirate Trainer, then you may still want to give this game a look as it won't have you dodging and ducking as much as
SPT.. This is the best casual shooter for VR.
It is better than the more famous space pirate trainer.
A-10 has got significantly better graphics, more variety in the enemies and in their behaviours. Jebooman might be a better
shooter but there is more of a learning curve there.
A-10 is very intuitive and the learning curve is purely in aiming skills.
For the price, it is definetly the first shooter to purchase.
Also, it is one of few "games", rather than demos, that is ideal to show VR to curious friends and family.. It gets boring really
fast
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This game is a throwback to the arcade, but in VR, and it's wicked.
Graphics are old school looking video game gorgeous, they are not going for realism, rather the opossite, but still beautiful none
the less.
Music, a trancey score that fits well with the vibe of the game, hopefully some more variation will be added.
Gameplay, just a simple concept, you have two weapons, both pistols, both can have the same pulse ammo, or one can be a
single shot beam, or both can be a single shot beam, it's up to you, I prefer one of each.
You shoot waves of orbs and ships that will explode if they get near your location, it's like missile command in full vr 3d, except
all the enemies head straight for you.

Haven't played hours yet, but that is going to change, this is what I love about video games, fun, fast, crazy, but still doable.....
WOW!!!

This is the perfect example of an arcade shmup realised in virtual reality.

There are a couple of other titles in this genre already on the market but this one is by far my favourite. The weapons are simple
but with a great feeling of power. One is a one hit instagib type railgun, the other is a slower full auto plasma gun.

The way to get high scores is by not missing so put the railgun in your dominant hand and when you have time line up your shots
for maximum combo scores. When things get out of hand (and they do, oh boy they do) spray and pray with the plasma gun.

Its a simple game with no story and very little depth, but for the same price as a pint this is amazing value for money. Well done
dev for putting a realistic price on your title. And well done for making something that is polished and perfectly playable.

9\/10. Solid 360 target wave shooter. You will need a full roomscale setup to do well. A major bonus is that it's priced correctly
given the quantity and quality of content. There are two guns: a fully automatic bullet gun and a laser gun (shoots almost as fast
as you can pull the trigger). There are 4 modes: Practice, Timed, Survival, and Attack. You shoot either flying drones, missiles,
flying bombs, or and some flying drones give powerups that slow down time or give bonus points. You do get bonus points for
being on target without missing (good luck with that!).

My clear favorite mode was attack mode. You are evading attacks on this mode. Although some of the attacks are hard to see.
My biggest disappointment is that you can't always hear where enemies are coming from. So you have to keep your had on a
swivel. I had a hard time seeing the lasers that shoot at you from seemingly out of nowhere.

I don't think this is the best wave shooter out there. But it's polished and the attack mode is fun. I did not really enjoy the timed
mode. The survival mode was just okay for me. However, this is something that anybody can pick up and start playing right
away so it's great for VR noobs. Just ignore the global leaderboards, I have no idea how those high scores were achieved.

Rate 6.5\/10. Good value for your money, especially if you find it on sale.

. I'm usually not a big fan of games like this, where you stand and shoot at moving targets. I do really like this game though, just
the way the enemies look and the feel of the game is really fun to me. For $5 especially, I'm very impressed. Had 5 people
taking turns getting high scores, everyone was addicted to it. I wish I knew how people got such amazing scores in this game,
though, lol! In survival just getting 2600 points made my arms nearly fall off there was so much chaos going on. Then I look at
the global scoreboard, and my jaw drops at those insane scores! I may be terrible at this, but no matter how bad you are, it's still
a blast to play. I would recommend this it at $10, and for $5? - Get the game. You will easily get more than $5 out of this game.

I do wish there was some gun progression like upgrades, boosts, etc - maybe there are later, and I just haven't seen them yet. I've
been mostly in Survival mode.. This is a game that I keep coming back to because it's very simple, easy to learn, but difficult to
master, with short game times that present fun and challenges all along the way. Unlike other shooter games, A10 is less
complicated, with less weapons and options, but this doesn't in any way diminish the playability and fun. A more popular game
in this genre is Space Pirate Trainer, but I think A10 is much better.. My favorite shooter game. Makes you feel like you are the
movie shooting anything that moves with 2 guns. Really cool gameplay and it is a workout. I am sweating after 20 mins of
playing this game. Definitely getting a good arm workout from this game!
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